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ON THE TOTEM-POST FROM TH11E HAIDA VILLAGE OF MASSET,
QUEEN CHARLOTTE ISLANDS,' NOW ERECTED IN THE
GROUNDS OF FOX /WARREN, NEAR WEYBRIDGE.

BY EDwÂRD B. TYLOR, D.C.L, F.RS., Professor of Anthropology
in the Univêtsity of Oxford.

[WITH PLATE II.]

IN the beautiful grounds of Fox Warren, near Weybridge, the residence of
* rs. Charles Buxton, there i4et up a monument contrasting curiously with the
surrounding landscape, This is one of the huge totem-posts of the 'Haidas, the
sculptured trunk of a cedar, now rising 41 feet from the ground as shown in
Plite XII. It is understood to haie been more than 10 feet longer, but the
lower end emledded in the ground was sawn through about the ground-liue, and
the upper portion, supported by an iron framing, now rests on a foundation of
concrete. As usual, the front part is carved, the back being hollowed out so as to
reduce the heÂyy labour of raising the post into its place. In a Haida village,
native hoises have such a totem-post erected centrally in front, often with an oval
opening eut through near the base serving as a door. With these totem-posts and
the memorial posts of the dead, a view of the villages has been compared to a
harbour with ite maste seen from a distance, or, a pine forest after a great fire.
Among the most remarka>le of such villages now standing is Masset in the north
of Queen Charlotte Islands; whence the post shown in Plate XII was sent bver
some yaàrs since by Mr. Bertram Buxton. No other example of the wooden
sculptuMe of the'North-West Americans of dimensions comparable to this is to be
seen in England, so that it is desirable to place a figure of it on record for the use
of anthropoists,'with such account as is available of the meaning of its designs.

The Haidas are socially organized on tptemistic principles. They are divided
into/clans named after animale, etc., which again fall into two clan-groups named
afteý.the Eagle and the Raven. The Eagle group has as totems the eagle, raven,
froË, beaver, moon, dueli, codfish, waski (a fabulous whale), whale, owl. The Raven

group consista of the totems wolf, bear, killer-whale, skate, mountain goat, sea
lion, tsemaos (a sea monster), moon, sun, rain-bird, thunder-bird. It must not,
however, be considered that this grouping as it stands is of remote antiquity or

original invention. For though the Haidas are so closely connected in race
language and religion with the Tlingit of Ahaka that both may be taken as
slightly varied branches of the same stock, the pair of groupe, Raven and Eagle
or Raven and Wolf, have a different arrangement of totees, and the curions
anomaly that among the Haidas the raven totem belong to . Eagle group and
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134 E. B. TYoL- On the Totenu-Po.t from hd uIida Vilage of Masst, Queen

not to the Raven groupis not found among'i»e Tlingit, wbo put*the raven totem
in the group of'ýhe same name. Other reasons seem to indicate that the totem
systémi of the American tribes, while spreading over this part of the continent,
has undergone various altprations in accommodating itself to local circumstnceS,
and even taken new lines of development. It has fully maintained its social
importance in binding' together the members of clans in close union by the tie of
birth. Every, Indian looked for and found hospitality and protectioù in a houme
where he saw his own totem figured, and if he wer takea ca#tive in war his

lansmnen would ransom bum. Clearly discernible alseis the effect of the law of
exogamy in compelling intermarriageb the g tus holding th whole
people insolidarity. But while the usual tracing of clanship is by descent on the
female side, some follow the mole line, and among the Raidas themeves customs of'
adoption cause combinations of clanship. On 4he religions side, the animistic
theories of theR aides have led to a special development of the totem theory. It
is to be clearly understood that the Haida and Tlingit (as also the Tshiumshianand
Heiltsuk) do not consider themselves, as is so common in America, to be descendants
of the totem. The Tlingit hold that souls of ancestors are re-born in children, that
a mn will be born again as a maft, a wolf as a wolf, a raven s a raven. Notwith-
standing this the kind of animals which belong to the c1àn as totem or cret are
oounted as their relatives and protectors, as when Indians of the Wolf gens or
group will pray to the wolves, « We are your relations, pray don't hurt us! There
are rules against eating the toteni animale, but apparently not against killing them;
an Indian of the wolf totem goes wolf hunting like any other man. The notion
usual elsewhere that the oennectioif between the totem species of animals and the
totem clan of men is one of mixed generation or creation or somewhat of the sur,
between animals and men is, among these tribes, replaoed by the doctrine of a buman
ancestor having had an adventure with some mythic or divine being by which, in
gift or commemoration, he acquired the totem or treet which became bereditary in
his eclan. It seems not unreasonable to consider this a special modification of the
totem theory, made to fit with the belief in famàiy descent by means of transmigra-
tion of ancestral souls. This doctrine of the totem.myth is tihe key to the interpreta-
tion of such totem monuments as that which is now under anideration. It is not
enough to identify the animals represented as totems, but recoursé muet be had to
the episode of its origin, which the sculptor commemorated in a way familiat to
the Indian mind.

The post is surmounted by a group of threa sitting figures, whose rank is
shown by their wearing the so-called " chiefs hat." The oçiginal form of this
head-dress may be the native basketry bat, which pss into a wooden helmet
surmounted by a cylindrical turret, the number of diviins (ail) indicating the
wearer's rank or dignity, and being id to represent the numberof potlatches or feasta
given by the wearer. It is now only worn in ceremonjal dances, but its repre-
sentation is frequent in paintings andscarvings. It may be this kind of hat which
is referred to in the Tlingt and Haida deluge myth, whe. the uncle of the divine
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Charlotte Islands, noie ererted in the grounds of Fo. Warren, near We'hrulp 12

Yëtl, challenged by him in vengeance for the slaymg of bis broier, m.lle thle
waters rise over the earth, byt kept brunself up yI mîîeans; of Ins bat. win h ( .rrw
higher as the waters rose, till \tl, tivmg up to the sky, pressed down ls uncle'
hat and drowned laimuu. It lias, I tlunk, been suipposel tlhat the tlhree tigmes
represent builders of the bouse or cliefs dwellbng iit, but the iew ot the village
of Cumnshewa on the eat side of the island as given in Dr. G. M. )awson's report,
shows several totem-posta surmounted by the tall-hatted group, which therefore
seems to have its meaning in some nvth of general acceptation, though no observer
lias been able positively to identify it. It is worth while to niake this renark,
though incouclusive, as it may lead to the native story being ascertained. Whule the
Indians regard these carvings as historical records to be received with unquestionug
faith, it must be remembered that th'ey cannot convey the complete story, wlinch musut
be gained from oral tradition. The group next below shows the Bear with the Cub
betweerr his paws and eating a Frog. Below this scene is the often-repeated grout
of the Bear and Hunter. Toivats the Hunter once went to the bouse of Hoorts
the Bear, who was away, but his wife was at home and the hunter courted her.
The Bear came home and finding her in confusion, accused lier. In spite of lier
denials the suspicious Bear, when she went for wood and water, tied a mluagie
thread to her dress, which he followed up till he found her with the huinter, wbmo
he fôrthwith killed, as is shown in the sculpture. In these pictographie scenes, tlie
same mythic personage reappears in various characters. Thus in another totem-
post figured by Judge Swan, Hoorts the Bear is seen keeping guard when Tshing the
Beaver is eating the old Moon, and the Crow goes to fetch the new one. At tbe
base of the Fox Warren post, below two other figures is seen the Wolf. ili con
nection with which some lines perhaps belonging to the Killer-Whale have been
noticed by Professor Boas, who bas examined the photograph of the post, and mnay
before long have an opportunity of questioning the Masset people about those of
its details which are still obscure.

Erplanation of Plate XII.

Haida Totem-post erected in the grounds of Fox Warren, near Weybridge, Surrey.
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-4
ON TWO BRITISH COLUMBIAN HOUSE-POSTS WITH TOTEMIC

CARVINGS, IN THE PITT-RIVERS MUSEUM, OXFORD.

BY EwDwAR B. Tnro, D.C.L, F.RS., Professor of Anthropology in the
•University of Oxford.

THE two houàe-posts represented, in Plate XIII, were sent over from British
Columbia in 1887. They were obtained by Mr. James H. Innes, then Superinten-
dent of the Government Dock-Yard, Esguirialt Harbour, from Mr. Hall, Factor of
the Hudaon's Bay Company at Port Simpson and now stand in the Pitt-Rivers
Collection in the *University Museum, Oxford. They display two totems, the Bear
and the Killer-Whale (Orea aier) belonging to the Haida-Taimshian group of
tribes, whether Haidas of Queen Charlotte Islands or Taimahians of the Mainland.
In both cases the figures go beyond mere representations of the totem animals,
aind depict a mythie incident in which the human ancestor is believed to have
come into relation with the animal which was thence adopted as the totem of the
clan. The myth of Hoorts the Bear and Toivate the Hunter (Fig. a) being
also represented on the Fox Warren totem-post described in the previons paper,
the story there told need not be repeated bere. The story of the Killer-Whale,
to which the carving (b) undoubtedly refers, is 'substantially as follows: Ages ago>
the Indians were out seal-hunting. A killer kept alongside of a canoe, aid
the Indians amueed themselves by throwing-stones from the canoe ballast and
hitting the back fin of the killer, which 'made for the shore and grounded on
the beach. Soon a smoke was seen, and they found it was a large canoe an<?
not the Killer-Whale (Skana) on the beach, and that a man was on shore cooking
food, who asked them why they threw saones at his canoe. * You have broken
it," he said, "now go into the woods and get some cedar withes and mend it."

When they had done so be told them to turn their bocks to the water and co% er
their heads with their akin blankets and net look till he called them. They

heard it grate on the beach as it was hauled down into the surf, and the man sait,
"Look now." Then they mw the canoe going over thef fret breaker and the man

sitting in the stern, but when it came to the second breaker it went under and
came up outside a killer and not a canoe, and the man or demon was in its belly.

The Killer-Whale or Skana in a great spiritual being to the Haida-Tsunshian
tribes, who worship and pray to it, blending in their ideas the actual animal and the

demon Skana embodied mn it. The present sculpture, which repruents the ;nyth
just related, is unlike the preceding group in being les naturalistic in treatmen.t,
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indeed it displays well the conventionalisin of local art. Botlh siles of the killer'
head are shown in a nianner which illustrates the meaning of the duplicated figures
of ancient and even modern art, while the distribution of tins, eves; and teeth slows
the tendency of the native artist to put in parts of the object lie is representing

according to available space, regardless of their actual position. The squattug
figure is often thought by white men to- be Jonah in the fish's belly, but in fact
the story it belongs to is earlier than missionary teaching, and illustrates a most
important point in religious art. Representatious of souls and good or evdl denions
in the act of entering or quitting a muaterial body are fainiliar to the intho-
pologist, but such a portrait as the present, of a spirit in its actual, enbodiment, is
rare if not unique.

From another point of view, the theological developnent of the fierde Killer-
Whale offers instructive evidence. Dr. Dawson records the native belief that
he breaks the canoes, drowning the Indians, who themselves become wlhales. Two
Indians once went out and the whales attacked the canoe. One of the men,,
grasping his knife, said if he were drowned and became a whale, he would hold
his knife and kill the others. Accordingly he killed the chief and reign Min bis
stead. This seens a plain enough nyth of transformation, but it bears on the origin
of the modern Indian belief in a Good and Evil Deity. While, it is recorded, their
chief deity was a g.ood being, Suniatlaidus, tp whose happy region went warriors slain
in battle, their principle of evil was Haideläna, chief of the lower regions, typified
by or assuming the form of the dreaded Killer-Whale, the Orca ater, by whom the
drowned are taken and become his subjects. Where in this account of a Good and
Evil Deity the native belief ends and the missionary teaching begins is not easy to
determine, so perfect is the junction.1

E.planation of Plate XIII.

Two Totem House-post, in the Pitt-Rivers Museum, at Oxford.

'The principal literary authorities for Haida and Tsimshian Totemism used in the previous
paper and this are :--J. G. Swan, " Haidah Indians," SmitAsoman Contributios to Knowledg',
vol. xxi, 1876. George M. Dawson, " Haida Indians," Report of Geological Survey of Caada for
1878-9, App. A. Albert P. Niblack, "Coat Indiana of Southern Alaska and Northern Britis

Committee on North-Western Tribes of Canada,» Britisk Asociatio, Section of Anthropology,
188&-1898 ; B*uin Aserwean Muean of Natura History. vol. ix, 1897.
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REMARKS ON TOTEMISM, WITH ESPECIAL REFERENCE TO SOME
MODERN THEORIES RESPECTING IT.

By EDWARD B. TYLoR, D.C.L, F..S., Professor of Anthropology in the
University of Oxford.

IT is desirable that I should state the purpose of my offering these remarks on
Totemnism. Though I have written very little about it, my firet lines date as far
back as 1867, and a little later I came to be well'acquainted with J. F. MeLennan,
the beginner of the systematic study of this and kindred branches of athropology.
At that time he was engaged on his papers on Worslip ofAkiimals and Plants,
and we had much conversation on the philosophy, of totems. The cause of my
holding aloof from published discussions of the subject since has been a sense of
its really bewildering complexity, coupled with the expectation that further
research among the races o? the lower culture would clear its outlines, as indeed
bas been to some extent the case, especially in North America and Australia,
the regions where totemism proper is most at home. The partieularcause of
my drawing up the present paper waA my being invited to address a philosophical
society meeting in Oxford under the presidency of Professor Sanday, the subject
assigned to me being certain vie*s on the anthropology of religion contained
in'the works of Mr. J. G. Frazer and Dr. F. B. Jevons. Whatever my hearers
may have learut from my remarks, at any rate I became aware that the titme
had come for a closer examination than seems to have been hitherto made as
to the somewhat various and' vague ideas which have become associated with
the term totemism. It was evident that till this was done, it would not even
be possible to ascertain what place the totem may properly claim to occupy in
the theory of religion. My having undertaken to describe, the great Totem-
Post at Fox Warren, made the present a suitable occasion for bringing the
general principles which this monument illustrates under the consideration of
the Anthropological Institute. It will be needful for me to dissent from some
current views and, what is of more consequence than 4uch critical objections, to
draw attention to the confusion in terms and definitions in use, which interferes
with distinct reasoning. May I say that as time prevents any attempt at fully
arguing out the problems raised, ail I positively undertake at present is to
bring forward evidence showing that particular conclusions are'not really settled,
a>d cannot be without further discussion.

When McLennan in 1865 piblished bis Primitive Marriage, his interest
in totems was merely incidental to bis study of exogamy. The North American
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totem animal only comes in as furnishing the fanily naine which easidied
clanship within whose limita marriage is forbidden, and though Sir George Grey
l'ad previously called attention to the close similarity between thè kobon-c1ans
of West Australia and the totem-clans of North America, MeLennan in referring

to him only attends to the question of intermarriage. It was in 1869 tiat the

conception of totemism took shape in McLennan's mind as a great principle, o(ne
May even say the great principle of early religion, as well as early society. As
his articles on the "Worship of Animals and Plants " in the Fortnightly .RecieU

in 1869-70 furnish the outsets 'of most of the lines along which the theory of
totemisn has been carried on to this day, as well as of some of its turns which

have. obstructed progress, a brief indication must be given of the tenour of these
remarkable papers.

McLennan begins: "The subjects of the inquiry are totems and totem-gods,
or, speaking generally, animal and vegetable gods." The order of the exposition,
he continues, is to explain what totems are, and what are their usual

concomitants; to throwJ_ t on the intellectual condition of men in the totem
stage of developme' ; to e ine the evidence that mankind in prehistoric
times came 'through the totem stage, having animals and plants, and the

heavenly boties conceived as animals for gods before the anthropomorphic

gods appeared ; and to reach the conclusion that the hypothesis of the ancient

nations having come through the tote< stage is sound. Now McLennan was

quite aware of what goes to make a totem in North Ainerica, that it involves
the division of tribes into totem-clans each with its proper totem-animal, and

the rule of exogamy forbidding marriage within the clan so as to necessitate

intermarriage between clans; the totem-animals being also regarded as kinsfolk

and protectors of the clansmen, who respect them and abetain from killiiig or

eating them. Such totems, he remarks, prevail among two distinct groups of

tribea, the American Indians and the aborigines of Australia, and it may he
believed that many more instances of their prevalence will be brought to light.

I mention this to show that he started with a distinct idea of what may be

called totemism proper, with its division of tribes into clans allied to species

of, animals, etc., between whom and the men there were rules of marriage, pro-

tection, and respect. It will now be seen how, starting from this totemisin
proper, McLennan proceeded to take in with it other kinds of animal and plant

worship, and to form the result into an expanded doctrine which he co tinued

to call totemism.
In order to understand McLennan's argument, its stàrting point has to be

found in a narrative by J. Long, a trader and interpreter among, the North

American Indians in the last century. Of the Chippeways (Ojibwas), Long

writes, that one part of the religious superstition of the savages consists in each

of them having his totam, or favourite spirit, which he believes watches over hini.

This totam they conceive assumes the shape of some beast or other, and therefore

they aver kill, haut, or eat the animal whose form they thnk this totam bears.

139
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One of the Indians, whose totam was a bear, dreamt (it seems) that he went to a
piece of swampy ground about five days' march from Long's wigwam, and saw a
large herd of elks, moose and other animal& He went accordingly, and seeing the
animals he had dreamed of, fired and killed a bear. Shocked at the transaction, and
dreading the displeasure of the Master of Life, whom he èonceived he had highly
offended, he feU down and lay senseless for some time; recovering from his state
of insensibility he got up and was making the best of his way to Long's house
when he was met in the road by another large bear, who pulled him down
and scratched his face. The Indian relating this event, at his return, added
in the simplicity of hisÇture that the bear asked him what côuld induce him
to kill bis totam, to which he replied that he did fnot know he was among the
animals when he fired at the herd, that he was very sorry for the misfortune and
hoped he would have pity on him and that the bear then suffered him to depart,
telling him to be more cautious in future, and to acquaint ail the Indiana with
the circumstance, that their totams might be safe and the Master of Life not
angry with them. As he entered my house, Long continues, he looked at me
very earnestly and pronounced these words: "'Amik Aujev ta Kitchee
Annacartioey nind 0 Toltam cawimcka ne wee gesay sanegat debwoye, or
"Beaver ! (Long's Indian name) my faith is lost, my totam is angry, I sha4 never
be able to hunt any more."'

McTennan's comment on this story is as follows: "Should one be surprised to
find that admonitory bear of the man's imagination worshipped as a god-further on
in the history of Bear tribes advancing undiaturbed by external influences, correlated -

with the Master of Life in the Olympus, or even preferred to, or identified with
him ? " On examination, however, I venture to think that neither ca the trader-
interpreter's account be accepted as correct, nor taken as a foundation for the
hypothesis of the development of totem-animals into great deities which the
antjiropologist builds upon it. Long evidently mixed up two articles of Ojibwa
belief which are quite distinct. He knew the word toiem (ot-ote-m=his ote, clan-
nade or clan-animal) and indeed his book very likely introduced the word into
European language; also he knew of the rule against killing or eating the totem-
animal. But his book shows no sign of his baving learnt the system of the Ojibwa
clan, withoiut which knowledge he would not understand how the totem-species of
animal was common to the clan as a whole. When he describes it'as a favourite
spirit which watches over each Indian, he evidently confuses it with the guardian
spirit in animal form, which the indi#idual Ojibwa also had, and called not his totem
but, his manitu or spirit, in trapper's jargon his mWdicine. Then, as to the
particular story in question, how does it prove that the imaginary bear, who, as the
Indian declared, scratched his face and gave him a warning from the Master of
Life, was a being in course of development into a god to rival or become the
kaster of Lifebhimself ? It has to be noted as to these Ojibwas, that far from

J. Long, Voyagea and 6%avls of an Indian Interpreter and TradW. London, 1791.
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their religion "advancing undisturbed by external influences," it -had really super-
posed on the old native beliefs the Jesuit missionary teaching, especially as to this
Master of Life, who was so distinctly the Christian Deity that, as Long more than
once mentions, the Indian name for a Roman Catholic priest was Master of Ltfe's
man. Not only do we find a development hypothesis of deities read into a story
whiclh does not contain it, but the whole account is a warning of the risk of
uncontrolled theory as'to divine evolution. From an angry bear in.the backwoods
to a supreme deity of týe world is too long a course to be mnpped out in merely
ideal stages.

In following out Mcennan's original and suggestive if inconclusive attempt
to interpret the great gods of ·the world as evolved from the humbler rank of toteu&-
animals, it bas to be noticed how other evidence of animal-worship had to be dealt
with in order to people the. Totem Oly.mpus with totem-gods of superior tribes. In
order to nake a place fpr the Natchez Indians of lorida,•who-elaimed to be
descended from the sun, and were called suns accordingly, and took wives only from
other clans, the fundamental idea of a totem-creature as one of a species is dropped
without scruple, and these people are incorporated as totemists whose totem was the
sun. Another great province of religion is annexed by a theory that gois who have
their incarnations or embodiments in species ofsacred animals may be considered as
deities evolved from these animals as totems. For examples, the highest Fijian
deity is -Ndengei., whose ahrine is the serpent, and second to him is Tui Lakemba,
who caims the hawk as bis shrine, this claim being indeed disputed by another
god who claims the hawk for himself. One god is supposed to inhabit the eel,
wherefore the worshipper of the eel-god must never eat eels. The sacred animal
receives food and reverence in the name of his god; when a land-crab comes to
the island of Tiliva, where he is sacred, but now seldom seen, pre»nts' are made
to him lest his god should bring drought or death on the islanders. On these
statements, derived from the Flji and the Fijiaas of Thomas Williams, McLennan
commente thus :-" These goda are tribal. and no one can doubt but they are
totems- who have made such progress as we above suggested the Bear might
make, and are become the objects of a more or les regular worship-the Serpent
tribe d inant, and the Hawk tribe in the second place." Yet considering that
there evidence of totems or totem-clans proper in Fiji, this conjecture which
" no one can doubt " is one which no one need believe. Indeed, if it is assumed
that every sacred animal is a totem and every group of worshippers a totem-
clan, this is to contradict McLennan himself, who in a passage close by defines
totemism as fetishism Plus exogamy and maternal descent, a definition which
is in great measure throwing up his case. Such want of consistency shows
that the whole Fortzigyk Review essay is rather to be treated as an introductory
speculation than as a system. It should bè remembered that its author thought

.well to insert a note to the effect that he only submitted an\hypothesis which
even if it faided would be useful in dealing with the evidence. What is still
more to the purpose is that he never reprinted these articles, though he spent

z
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much time in his later years in gathering further materials bearing on the question.
Necessary as they are to every student of the subject, it is'satisfactory that
they are now published in the supplementary volume of hie works.' But it would

not be needful to criticise their details so many yeys after date, were itz not that•
McLennan's authority bas had weighi enough to induce modem writers to repeat
even hie conjectures as established principles.

Mr. J. G. Frazer's little manjual of Totenism eis as a classified collection of
evidence of permanent xalue to Anthropology. The writer treàts totems under
three heads, the clan-totem, common to a whole clan; the sez-totem, a ,,Australian
variety; and the individual-totem, belonging to à single person and net bereditary.
But the clan-totem being the most important, he explains that whe totems and
totemism are mentioned without qualification, the Clan-tôtem ia alwaysreferred
to. Now it bas been just mentioned how McL.ennan, when writing on animals,
etc., in which Fijian gode become incarnate, treats these as equivalent to totems,
with which in fact they have but a partial and doubtful analogy. Mr. Frazer
not only, follows this line of reasoning, but carries it further. Ris ehief authority
is Dr. Turner' &Samoa.' This book is familiar to me (in fact I wrote the preface
to it), so that I was puzzled to read passages. cited from it by Mr. Frazer, as
to totems and clans connected with them, such being as foreign to Samoan

as to Fijian institutions. Thus it is stated that the Samoans thought it death
to injure or eat their totems, for the totem would take up his abode in the
sinner's body till it aus d hie death; if a Turtle man 'ate of a turtle, he grew
very ill and the voice of the turtle was heard in hia inside, saying, "he ate me,
I am killing him." It is related as from Dr. Turner, that when among the
cattle-fish clan an offence of this kind had been committed, the clan met and
ehose a person to go through the pretence of being, baked as an expiation.
But on reference to the original passagesin Dr. Turner's book, it will be found

that neither totems nor totem-clans are there, either by name or description.
It was a family god who said from within the body of the offending turtle-
ester, "I an killing this man, he ate -inucarnatio." As to the cuttle-dsh,
it was as a household god, that is, a god selected for one or more members of à

:'efamily at their birth, that he wa appeased by the ceremony of a human victii
being baked in a cold ovff From these and other cases it appeart that Mr. Frazer
had so framed bis mind on McLennan's theory, as to feel justified. in altering the
very terme of the account of Samoan religion, in order to make them fit with iL.
Yet Dr. Turner is an" authority of the firet class, and his understanding of
the Samoan theology is contirmed by the Samoan Tezîs of Dr. Stubel.4  The
doctrine of totem-animals and the doctrine of incarnation-animais no doubt
both belong to the general theory of animal worship, but it does not follow

i J. F. McLennan, &udies in Ancient History. Second Series, A ppendix,'1896.
2 J. G. Frazer, Totemism, 1887. . G. Turner,'Samoa, 1884.
'O. Stuebel, Samoànische Texte, Veröffentlichungen aus deti K. Museua fir Völkerkunde,

Berlin, 1895.
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that a species of animals allied to a clan of men is to be regarded as the sane
as a species of animals inhabited by a god. Yet the theory of developinent
of gode ftem totems has its chief support in the Fijian and Sainoan gods, who,
it is taken for granted, were thus invented out of their own sacred aninals.

Let us test the value of such an assumption by the exafaple of the great
Malayo-Polynesian heavengod Tangaloa, known from the Indian Archipelago
down to New Zealand, and of whon the widespread iyth is told of his creating
the earth with the aid of his daughter, Turi the snipe. In Samoa he is called
Tangaloa langi or Tangaloa of the Sky, and he becomes incarnate in the snipe
as his sacred creature. Therefore, according to the totem-theory we are now
discussing, this Polynesian Jupiter, as he has been called, may be set down as
a highly developed snipe. Indeed, the theory has no limit in a religion in
which any priest of authority need only give out, that his god will appear
in a rat or an eel, for rats or eels to be established as his incarnations, and
claimed By European theorists as totems from which the god himself arose in
days of old.

In arguing against premature conjectures as to the origin of deities, I an
anxious that the investigation of causes tending in this direction should not be
restricted. The developnent of ideas of deityC early religion is but imperfectly
understood, and so far as known seems to have resulted froi various and complex
causes. Aiong such it is necessary to consider the tendency of mankind tu
clasify out the universe, supposing each class of objects or actions to be under
the headship of a mythical being of suitable rank, its ancestor, creator, maintainer,
ruler. Far from being prejudiced against this process of formation of gods.
I did my best many years ago to collect a set of examples of such generalisation.
Thus among the American Indians, each kind of animals was believed to have
an Elder Brother, as it were the principle and, origin of all the individuals, and
Bo marvellously great and powerful, that as the missionáry who mentions them
decla the elder brother of the beaver is as big as our cabin. Again, in

lavomi folklore, we hear of the snake older than all snakes, and the raven
eider brother of all ravens, etc. These with others, such as the' Peruvian star-
archetypes of tigers, sheep, etc.,'I classed under the heading of « species-deities.'
Mr. Frazer natwauly-eekr upport for the theory of totem-gods in these cases.
and to the tyio which appear in his manual he adds a statement fromi Falkner's
Descriptio-'of Pctagonia, written in the last century, which it is best to sét
down here more fully. The Jesuit missionary mentions the deities living in
subterraiean caverns, each of whom presides over one particular cast or familv
of which he is supposed to have been the creator. Some make themselves of
the cast of the tiger, some of the lion, some of the guanaco, and others of the
ostrich, etc. When an Indian dies, his soul goes to hve with the deity who
presides over his particular family. They believe that their good d'eities made

Tylor, Primitve Culture, 1871, voL ii, p. Cf2.
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the world, that they first created the Indians in .their caves, and when the beasts,
birds, and lesser animals were created, those of the more nimble kind came
immediately out, etc., etc. But taking Father Falkner's account as it stands (and
indeed according to Captain Musters, the goda are still there in thetaves), it seenis
in no way to imply that the divine creators of the world, the men, and the animalî,
were themselves animal-gods. As, however, a species of totem-animale is a class,
it is alway3 open to possibility that it may be thought to have a class-deity over it.
If such a totem-deity can satisfactorily be traced, let him by all means be acknow-
ledged and receive such spiritual rank as he is entitled to. As yet 1bave met with
no valid instance of such divine development taking place. The nearest approach
to such I can offer is among the Haidas of North-West America, who havetwo
phratries or groupe of totem-clans, called, from their principal totems, the Raven
and the Wolf or Eagle. Also the Haidas tell stoi iesu f two great personages, Yëtl

and his rival Kanuk, who figure in legends of creation of the earth, the getting
of fire, and the like. Now Yëtl commonly appeared in the form of a raven,
o that the word ytl is used for anv raven. So far there seema an arguable case

for the mythic raven-deity, on the supposition of Yètl being an expansion of the
raven totem. But Professor Boas, after careful examination, does not identify the
raven of the legends with the raven of the totem.' It is to be added that the
other legendary god Kanuk does not appear as a wolf, nor is a wolf called by
his name.

What I venture to protest against is the manner in which totems bave been
placed almost at the foundation of religion. Totemism, taken Up as it was as
a side-issue out of the history of law, and considered with insufficient reference
to the immense framework of early religion, has been exaggerated out of
proportion to its real theological magnitude. The importance belonging to totem-

animals as friends or enemies of man i insignificant in comparison with that of
ghosts or demons, to say nothing of higher deities. The rise and growth of ideas
of deity, a branch of knowledge requiring the largest range of information and
the greatest care in inference, cannot, I hold, be judged on the basis of a section
of theology of secondary importance, namely, animal-worship, much less of a special
section of that, namely, the association of a species of animals with a clan of
men which results in totemism. A theoretical structure has been raised quite
too wide and high for such a foundation.

Some passages may be cited from a recent work of much argumentative
ability, the Inimlddion to the IIi«ory of ReligiM, by Dr. F. B Jevons, in order

to show the theological results whicl may be drawn from the totemistic theories
here diacused, when accepted as established principles and pressed by too

onfa logie-4e-further enaquebEesï " ~smerlices offered to Jehovah
point back, then. not to polytheism, but to a low form of rnonorheism, in which
each céln that offered sacrifice worshipped but one god, though that god was

F. BoBB in Report of Briis Asociation, 1888-9, Coemn e c mS N. W. Trzbg of Canada; for
further details see the previous paper on the "Totem-Post at Fox Warren," p. 133.
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conceived in the form of the animal or plant which was sacriflced" (p. 392)
" The earliest form of society, the clan, is not only a social connunity, it is
also a religious society; fellow-tribesman and fellow-wor-hipper are convertible
terms, beSuse the members of the clan are united to one another, not only by
the bond of kinship, but also by joint communion in the sacramental sacriiec
of the totem-god "(p. 391). Dr. -Jevons places himself at a disadvantage by
basing his argument on particular views which he describes as "the most recent
rèsulta of anthropology," instead of taking the safer course of working out the

evidence for himself. The totem-god whom he sets over " the lowest forni of
moiotheism" is, I have tried to show, a merely hypothetical being. Nor does
the evidence offered to trace his' sacramental position as at once god and
victim find any conclusive proof in the totem-worship of the low-cultured
wbrld. The immense influence of sacrificial feasts as neans of binding societies
of worshippers together, and to their common divinity, is indeed undeniable, and

to have pressed it on the public mind is one of the great merits of the late
Professor W. IL Smith's teaching.1 But wheu it came to his introducing the

totem into the doctrine of the slain god, and suggesting with reference to
passages in Mr. Frazer's manual, that totem-sacramiîents are found among runf

hunting tribes, he was, I venture to thing, no longer on solid ground. That a

Californian tribe should for their anual festival have killed in each village
one of the sacred turkey-buzzards, taking its feathers for the priest to dress in
the character of their god who had appeared to the people in such guise, is a
rite which explýins itself without supposing that the bir4 was a totem, or its
death an expiatory sacrifice. Nor does there seem a piacular motive in the
*inual rite among the Zuii Indians of killing the tu es, their kinsfolk, to go

to "our lost others" in the lake of the dead. Indeed Mr. Frazer has since
changed bis opinion of this ceremonial rite, taking it as a case of transmigration
of souls. I need not go into furtber details, preferring to quote a later reuark
by Mr. Lang, - But Mr. Frazer and I both admit, and indeed are eager to state
publicly, that the evidence for sacrifice of the totem and 'communion in eating
him is ve'ry scanty." It may be reasonable to go a step further and suggest
that till the totem-sacrament is vouched for by some more real proof, it had
better fall out of speculative theology.

While as yet the time has not come to offer so conclusive an explanation of
the origin and development of totermisn as would clear the whole subject. it wll
be well to draw attention to its history of late years. McLennan did not
commit himself to a definite theory. which was wise considering the scantiness of'

the evidence. Mr. Herbert Spencer's conjecture as to ancestors named Wolf, Bear,
etc., giving descent to clans so cSlled, is merely artificial. Mr. Frazer in his
Totemism leaves the question open, but in his Golden Bough lie proposes a theory

1 W. R. Smith in Ene . BriL, 1886, art. "Sacrifice"; RelgJion of the Semites, p. 386;
J. G. Frazer, Toreaim, p. 48; Golden Bough, vol. ii, p. 94; A. Lang, Modern Mythology, 1897.
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which is to be found in the writings of Professor G. A. Wilken, as to the notion of

the human soul passing into an anim'al, plant, or other object, and thus causing a

sympathetic connexion between the person and the receptacle of his soul. This

Wilken' exemplifies from folklore by the Hindu tale-of Punchkin, whoee life was

bound up with the life of the little green parrot, which was in the little cage, which

was under the six water-jars, and so forth; the Russian tale of Koshchi the deathless,

whose death was in an egg, and the egg in a duck; the Malay tale of Bidasari, whose

soul was in a fish, etc. Thence we pass to the practice of sorcerers in the Malay

archipelago of depositing the souls of people for security outside them at dangerous

times, as when the soul of a woman in childbirth is transferred to an iron cleaver

in charge of the sorcerer. In this way Wilken accounta for the Mexican idea of

the animal assigned to a child as its nag"al or tutelary genius, there being hence-

forth sympathy between the two, so that the death of the one involves the death

of the other. So he explains thé sympathetic tree on which the life of a person or

family depends, as so often is related in European folklore. This evidence and

argument provide Mr. Frazer with a theory of the origin of totems. He argues

that the man's relation to the totem is derived from bis soul (or one of his souls)

r.esiding for security in one of the totem-ereatures, whence bis worship of them

and bis objection to killing and eating them. and their reciprocal kindness to

and protection of him, and the general conception that the man and bis totem

guardian are kinsfolk by descent. It will be seen that this theory goes part of the

way toward accounting for the peculiar qualities of totems. But there are also

objections to it which seem, to me at least, insuperable. One is that if tnibes

living under the totern-system really.thought their souls were in the totem-animals,

we should have heard of it long before this, whereas there does not appear to be a

single mention of such an idea. Also the rule that an exogamous savage under the

maternal system abstains from killing or eating bis totem-animal for fear of losing

bis life, while bis wife and children, being of a different totem, put him daily mn

such danger by devouring it, seems a hopeles inconsistency. I will not, however,

pursue this line of criticism, being more anxious to call attention to Wilken's own

view of the origin of totems, which, if it does not completely solve the totem-

problem, at any rate seems to mark out its main lines.

This eminent anthropologist has collected in bis Animiam amoMg th .People of

the Malay A rcipelago,' accounts of the native animal-worship prevailing in that

region, one of those where it is still possible to study the state of mind, of peoples

who frankly recognise in certain animals their spiritual equals aud indeed, si.periors;

beings whoe bodies not only have limbe and organs corresponding to their own, but

who have, ad it were, human thought and speech, and may exoel man not merely in

strength but in wisdom. The crocodile is especially venerated; lie is Tuwan-besar,

G. A. Wilken,De &Simaonage ; De Betrekkng tuirhn Menen-lhere-eD iem-mPlantenLere; in

Indirche (1d, 1884, 1888 Ueber das iHuaropfer, etc., n Revue Coloiale Internationale, 1896-7.

2 G. A. Wdlken, Bet Animume 5bj de Vodkn van den IadieA .4reAipel., 1884, part J.,

pp. 74-6.
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Grent Lord, and regarded as equal in rank to the Dutch Resident. Croco<les are
kindly and protective beings, to kill whom is murder, indeed they may be man's
near relatives; offerings re made to theni, and peopl look forward to the great
blessedness of becoming crocodiles when they die. S.> it is.with tigers, whomn the

Sumatrans worship and call ancestors (nenk, whom their ountrynen will nt
catch or wound but in self-defence, so tlhat when one has been trapped they try to

persuade.him that it was not their doing. Wilken sees in this transnigration ef
soula the link which connects totemism with ancestor-worship, and on considerurg
his suggestion, we may see how much weight is to be given to the renarks made
independently by Dr. Codrington' as to Melanesia. He found that the people in

Ulawa would not eat or plant bananas, because an influential man had prohibited
the eating of theianana after his death because he would be in it; the elder niative
would say, we cannot eat so-and-so, and after a few years they would have said, we
cannot eat our ancestor. In Malanta, a man will often say lie will be in a sh-ark.
Dr. Codrington has lately sent me a note fromu Mr. Sleigh, of Lifu, who writes:
"When a father waa about to die, surrounded by members of his family, he rnighit
say what. animal lie will be, say a butterfly or some kind of bird. That creaturt
would be sacred to his family, who would not injure or kill it ; on seeing or falhng
in with such an object the person would say, 'That is keka (papa),' and would, if

possible, offer him a young cocoa-nut. But they did not adopt thus the name of a
tribe." As to such details, we may, I think, accept the cautious remark of Dr.
Codrington, that -in the Solomon Islands there are indeed no totems, but what
throw:s light on them elsewhere. The difficulty in understandiug the relaion of a
clan of men to a species of animals or plants is met by the transmigratioin of souls,
which bridges over the gap between the two, so that the men and the aniials
become united by kinship and mutual alliance; an ancestor havng lineal descen-
dant among men and sharks, or men and owls, is thus the founder of a totemî-
family, which mere increase may convert into a totem-clan, alread; prouided wthli
its animal name. By thus finding in the world-wide doctrine of soul-trausference
an actual cause producing the two collateral lines of man and beast which constitute
the necesaary framework of totemism, we seem to reach at least somethmg analogous
to its real cause. But considering the variations found even between neighbourmng
tribes in the working of their ideas, it would be incautious to lay down as yet
a hard and fast scheme of their orign and devehipinent. As an'example oif
this mav he taken the remarkable new information by Professor Baldwin
Spencer,' of Melbourne, as to the totein-aystem of the Arunta trilbe, contamfled
in papers communicated to the Royal Socety of Victoria in aitiwipatio>n of his
forthcoming work on the Tlrbes o Central A ustraha. The exogamilous arrange-

mente of the Aruntas, as is comm4* in the country, depend on classes or plhrat rie-,
descent being on the father's side. Individuals are classed by toteii-naines,
Hawk, Witchetty Grub, Emu, Kanguru, Grass Seed, etc., thougl these d ut

'R. H. Codrington, The Melaeairu, pp. 32-3.
*'W' B Spencer in Proe. Roy. Suc. U:torta, vol. x, N.S.. 1897-8.
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regalate the marriages. The explorers were much perplexed to find that such

totem-names of the children did not necessarily folWow those of either pazeut',

thus of two parents, both Witchetty Gruba, one child might have the mane

totem and another be a Wild Cat. On nquirv into this apparent confsion, a

mythical meaning was disclosed by the natives somewhat as follows: In the

old alcheringa or dreain tines, it was explaned there were ancestors who lhved

and wanderd about the land in groups of kangaroo-men and emu-men and the

like, of whom one could not say whether they were men, or kangaroos and emus.

That these names represented totems seems clear from the beief that at first

each group belonged to its proper half of the tribe. As these ancestors wandered

over the land, some of them went into the ground ait certain spots and turned

into the sacred churingas or bull-r arers so unportant in native Austrahan. rites,

and thus in the Arunta country there are numerous spots where these wooden

humming instruments are buned, each associated with a spint-ancestor. and

carrying bis or her totem-name. As the natives now wander about the country,

wherever a chld is conceived, one of the ancestr-spirits deposmted in that place

enters into that child, who takes the local totem accordingly beicoming a

Bandicoot or a Witchetty Gruh, or what not. A more extraorlhnary animixstic

scheme was perhaps never known, yet even liere the transference of souls between

the man-Ime and the beast-ne is evident.

In these remarks it bas seemed safest not to pursue analogies, developnenta.

or sarvivals of totemism into the religions of the old civilhsed world, Egypt,

Babylona, India. It may he best to postpone such inquines until savage and

barbaric animal-worship has been more stretly classified, and the totem haIs

shrunk to the dimensions it is justly entitled to in the theological schemes of the

world. Nor do I propose to enter into detoaled discussion of the social resuits on

the strength of which Lotemmnu claims a far greater imrportance in sociology than n

religion, connected as it is with the alliance between clans which ensues from ite

law of exogamy only allowing marnage hetween different clans, as determiMed hy

the. clan totems. Exogamy can and does exst without totemism, and for aIl

we know was originally independent of it, but the frequency of their close

combination over three-quarters of the earth points to the ancientand powerful

action -of the totems at once in coIsolidang clans and allying them together

wthin the larger ercle of the tnhe. This may well have been among ühe most

effective processes in the arly social growth of tie human race.

[p f rAe Jsrs4. of1Me Aafr.polfle.L imeratet, 4q.s- .e.s.mée, 1898)
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